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CONTRIBUTORS

Ashlyn Bellman is currently pursuing a degree in Entrepreneurship and Innovation from York 
College of Pennsylvania. She is also studying professional writing and environmental sustainabili-
ty. Once she receives her BBA, she plans on attending graduate school to further her studies.

Panathip Chimrak is majoring in Supply Chain Management at Michigan State University. 
Panathip plans to graduate in May 2023, pursue a PhD in Supply Chain, and become a professor 
in Thailand.

Liz Crouse graduated from Elon University in May of 2022 with a BA in Professional Writing and 
Rhetoric. She now works as the Policy and Advocacy Manager for Tacoma/Pierce County Habitat 
for Humanity in Washington.

Marilyn Damord is a Professional Writing major and Presidential Research Fellow at York 
College of Pennsylvania. When not writing, you can find Marilyn curled up with a good book or 
planning her next passion project. She enjoys the adventure of creative scholarship and is eager to 
continue learning.

Dana Diab graduated from Emory University in May 2022 with a Bachelor of Arts in International 
Studies and a minor in Linguistics. She currently works as a paralegal for a company’s in-house 
general counsel and plans to attend law school in the near future.

Nadiah Hasnol is majoring in Psychology at Michigan State University and is planning to graduate 
in 2025. She is an international student from Malaysia and is involved in undergraduate research.

Juhua Huang is an international student majoring in Math at Michigan State University. After 
graduating in 2022, he plans to attend graduate school to further explore his interests in data 
science. At the same time he will continue studying concerns about the learning environment for 
international students at U.S. universities.

Stephanie Leow is an English (Writing, Rhetorics, and Literacies) PhD student at Arizona 
State University, where she teaches first year writing. She hopes to pursue professorship and re-
search multilingual and anti-racist pedagogies. She graduated from Georgetown University with 
Bachelors of Arts in English and Linguistics and a minor in Spanish.

Mercedes Sarah is a History and Creative Writing double major at Emory University. After grad-
uating in 2025, she plans to attend graduate school to further explore the intersections of social 
change, underrepresented history, and the capabilities of written expression.
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Maegen Sargent graduated from the University of the Fraser Valley in June 2022, and is current-
ly a first-year MA student at Carleton University in Ottawa. She studies Art and Architectural 
History, and aspires to teach in a post-secondary setting once obtaining her PhD.

Lexi Stewart is a Professional Writing major with a Creative Writing minor at York College 
of Pennsylvania. After graduating in the spring of 2023, she plans to pursue a career in techni-
cal writing.

Apichaya Thaneerat is an international student from Thailand majoring in Geographic 
Information Science and minoring in Social Science Quantitative Data Analysis. After graduating 
in the spring of 2024, she hopes to attend graduate school to pursue her interest in remote sensing 
and GIS.

Yizhuo Yang is an Economics and Business major at Emory University. After graduating in 2025, 
he plans to attend graduate school and continue pursuing his interests in psychology, communi-
cation, and management.




